Vertical Blind Installation Guide
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Fix brackets to ceiling or under side of recess with holes
drilled on a line at least 3" (75mm) from the wall or window
frame. The end brackets should be situated approximately
4" (100mm) from each end of the track. All remaining
brackets should be spaced evenly between these brackets.

Fix brackets to the wall or window frame at the desired height.
The brackets should be situated approximately 4" (100mm) from
each end of the track. All remaining brackets should be spaced
evenly between these brackets.
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FITTING THE TRACK
The track can now be fitted into the brackets. Locate the small lip projecting from the brackets (indicated
in the diagram).
Top Fixing: Push the track up into the spring brackets to hold in position.
Face Fixing: Turn the track until level and tighten the retaining screws to hold the track in position (the
screws will fit into the front slot of the track).
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FITTING THE VERTICAL SLATS
Turn the controls until the hook slots of the track are at right angles to the window.
1) Hang the vertical slats, keeping all seams facing the same direction.
2) Insert a vertical slat weight into the bottom pocket of each slat.
3) Attach the connecting chain by pushing the clip onto the weight post.
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Child Safety Device Installation.

Max distance possible is
1 mtr. The chain must be
fitted with a safety device
creating optimum tension
on both cord and chain.

The cord retaining device / safety bracket must be installed with
optimum tension on both cord and chain to prevent looped cord(s)
becoming slack.
Place retaining device on the wall and mark the position of the hole
using a pencil.
Attach retaining device using suitable fixings ensuring the device is
fully closed.
Make sure all warning labels are read and understood before
removal and operation of the blind.
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Your fabric vertical slats have been specially coated with a solution to ensure they remain flat and do not fray. To retain these qualities the fabric
should not be subjected to machine washing or dry cleaning.
If cleaning is required you should:
1) Remove slats and wipe with a clean cloth dampened with a solution of mild detergent. (Wet-wipes are perfect for this)
2) Place slats between clean, dry cloths and iron lengthwise with an iron set on cool.
3) Re-hang the slats whilst still damp.

